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Abstract
Serializability is a commonly used correctness condition in concur-
rent programming. When a concurrent module is serializable, cer-
tain other properties of the module can be verified by considering
only its sequential executions. In many cases, concurrent modules
guarantee serializability by using standard locking protocols, such
as tree locking or two-phase locking. Unfortunately, according to
the existing literature, verifying that a concurrent module adheres
to these protocols requires considering concurrent interleavings.

In this paper, we show that adherence to a large class of lock-
ing protocols (including tree locking and two-phase locking) can
be verified by considering onlysequentialexecutions. The main
consequence of our results is that in many cases, the (manualor
automatic)verification of serializability can itself be done using
sequential reasoning.

Categories and Subject DescriptorsD.2.4 [Software Engineer-
ing]: Software/Program Verification; D.1.3 [Programming Tech-
niques]: Concurrent Programming; F.3.2 [Logics and Meanings
of Programs]: Semantics of Programming Languages—Program
analysis

General Terms Theory, Verification

Keywords Concurrency, Verification, Serializability, Reduction,
Modular Analysis

1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the dual problems of using sequentialrea-
soning to verify that a concurrent module is serializable and the
use of serializability to enable sequential reasoning of a concur-
rent module. Aconcurrent moduleencapsulates shared data with
a set of procedures, which may be invoked by concurrently exe-
cuting clients (threads). A key challenge in the design and analysis
of concurrent modules is dealing with all possible interleavings of
concurrently executing threads (i.e., procedure invocations whose
executions overlap).

Serializability [5, 28] is a commonly desired and importantcri-
terion for concurrent modules. Informally, a concurrent module is
said to be serializable if any (potentially interleaved) execution of
a number of procedure invocations is equivalent to some sequential
execution of those procedure invocations (one after another). One
of the attractions of the serializability property is that it enables
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sequential reasoning: when a module is serializable certain proper-
ties can be verified by considering only non-interleaved executions
of the module. This is equivalent to reasoning about the module
assuming that it is used by a single-threaded (sequential) client.

One well-known way of ensuring serializability is to use lock-
ing protocols such astree locking(TL) [15], two-phase locking
(2PL) [23], or hand-over-hand locking, which is an instance ofdy-
namic tree locking(DTL). If a concurrent module adheres to one
of these protocols, then it is serializable, implying that asequential
reduction can be applied to the verification of other properties.

Sequential Reductions for Serializability. To the best of our
knowledge, no prior work has addressed the question of whether
sequential reductions apply to the problem of verifying that a mod-
ule follows a locking protocol such asTL/2PL/DTL. Our results give
a positive answer to this question.

Roughly stated, we establish that if the execution of every
procedure satisfies theTL/2PL/DTL protocol in the absence of
any interleaving of procedure executions then any interleaved
execution of the procedures also satisfies theTL/2PL/DTL pro-
tocol. Informally, “sequentialTL/2PL/ DTL” implies “concurrent
TL/2PL/ DTL”. In fact, we generalize this result for a class of lo-
cal locking protocolsLP that ensureconflict-serializability[5]; this
class includesTL and2PL.

Our investigation of this question goes through the considera-
tion of two types of sequential executions: Anon-interleaved exe-
cution is an execution in which every procedure invocation is con-
tiguous: i.e., there is no interleaving of instructions correspond-
ing to different procedure invocations. Analmost-complete non-
interleaved executionis a non-interleaved execution in which all
procedure invocations (except perhaps the last one) complete.

Our first reduction is to non-interleaved executions: we show
that if the set of all non-interleaved executions of a modulesat-
isfy LP then the set of all executions of the module satisfyLP.
Our second, and more complicated reduction, is to almost-complete
non-interleaved executions: we prove that if the set of all almost-
complete non-interleaved executions of a module satisfyLP then
the set of all executions of the module satisfyLP, under an assump-
tion that (roughly) requires each procedure invocation to complete
when it executes solo.

Sequential Analysis of Serializable Modules.We next study the
implication of our reductions for sequential analysis of a serializ-
able module,e.g., to verify properties such as memory safety. While
the idea that serializability (or atomicity) simplifies analysis is not
new (e.g., see [13]), we establish several new results in this regard.
We describe a class of properties, calledtransaction-local, whose
verification can exploit a sequential reduction. We describe differ-
ent types of sequential analyses, enabled by the different reduction
theorems we establish, with differing preconditions. We also report
on a preliminary evaluation of the effectiveness of the reduction
techniques in verifying a couple of examples involving concurrent
lists and trees.



Contributions. Our results enable modular and sequential reason-
ing, whether manual or automated, about concurrent modulesboth
in verifying that a module adheres to a locking protocol and in de-
velopment of algorithms for such modules. In the verification con-
text, the reduction enables simpler and more efficient verification
algorithms:e.g., it justifies the use of sequential Hoare Logic or
sequential type systems or sequential abstract interpretation to ver-
ify that the module adheres to a locking protocol. Similarly, in the
development context, a developer wishing to add,e.g., a new pro-
cedure to swap two adjacent elements in a list to a module thatuses
hand-over-hand locking, does not have to worry about concurrent
interleaving with other methods. The developer can rely on mod-
ule invariants and think sequentially in designing the algorithm (as
happens when using coarse-grained locking). One of the implica-
tions of our result is that an automated tool [8] for synthesizing
locking code to ensure the atomicity of the methods of a concur-
rent module can also use sequential reasoning if it utilizeslocking
protocols such asTL/2PL/DTL.

The result we present is a fundamental one about commonly-
used locking protocols. Readers might wonder if it follows directly
from classical serializability theory,e.g., [5, 28]. However, the clas-
sical result is about asingle executionand states that if, in an inter-
leaved execution of transactions (procedure invocations,in our ter-
minology), every transaction follows,e.g., TL, then this particular
execution is serializable. We are, however, interested in checking
whether a givenmodulefollows TL: i.e., we wish to check the an-
tecedent of the above result for the set ofall interleaved executions
that can be produced by the module. The classical results do not
let us simplify this question. (This was not a concern in databases,
where transactions are governed by a centralized concurrency con-
trol monitor, which coordinates and controls their actions, at run-
time, making sure they follow the locking protocol.)

Note. Due to space limitations, several proofs have been omitted
from the paper and appear in [2].

2. The Challenge
We start with three illustrative examples shown in Fig. 1.

EXAMPLE 1. ModuleT, shown in Fig. 1(a), follows theTL pro-
tocol. Informally, theTL protocol requires that accesses to every
shared variable be protected by a lock, and that the locks be ordered
in a forest. Locks should be acquired and released in a “hand-over-
hand” order; a child lock is acquired before its parent is released.
(For a more precise definition, see Sec. 4.2).

ModuleT has a single procedure (t) and three shared variables,
Q, W, andE. Each variable also functions as its own lock. The tree-
ordering on the shared variables is as follows:Q is the parent ofW,
which is the parent ofE.

Let us first analyze sequential executions of this module:i.e., we
consider executions where proceduret may be invoked multiple
times, but a new invocation oft starts only after the previous
invocation oft terminates. We can verify that such executions
satisfy theTL protocol. This verification, however, depends on
certain invariants that hold in such sequential executions. E.g.,
verifying that the access toE happens only when the lock onE
is held requires establishing that the second assertion (q == w)
holds. The latter depends on the fact thatQ andW have the same
value when read by proceduret.

Concurrency, however, complicates the picture significantly. In-
variants of sequential executions need not be invariants ofconcur-
rent executions. What do we need to do to verify that this module
follows TL even in concurrent executions?

Our results show how we can use the sequential reasoning de-
scribed above to verify that moduleT follows TL even in concur-
rent executions, inferring along the way that, from the viewpoint of

every thread,Q == W always holds whenever a thread holds the
locks of both variables, and that the other assertions embedded in
the module are also correct in concurrent executions.

EXAMPLE 2. ModuleDT implements a concurrent binary search
tree following the hand-over-hand (lock-coupling) locking proto-
col. Fig. 1(b) shows only thedelete procedure of the module.

Informally, the hand-over-hand protocol requires that every ac-
cess to a field of a dynamically allocated object be protectedby
acquiring the lock of the object and that the heap be shaped like
a tree/forest. (However, the forest shape requirement is allowed to
be temporarily violated in the parts of the heap locked by a thread,
which typically happens during heap updates.) Locks shouldbe ac-
quired and released in a “hand-over-hand” order. (For a morepre-
cise definition, see Sec. 6.1).

Any sequential execution of moduleDT correctly follows the
locking protocol. Concurrency, again, complicates the picture. The
tree ordering of the locks is determined by the shape of the heap.
Thus verifying that the module follows the locking protocolis
inherently linked with a shape analysis of the heap. Note, however,
that in concurrent executions there may be an unbounded number
of threads simultaneously operating on different parts of the data-
structure. As a result, a concurrent shape analysis is typically more
expensive and less precise than a sequential shape analysis.

We show that sequential reasoning can be used to verify that
moduleDT follows DTL even in concurrent executions. In particu-
lar, this property can be verified by a sequential shape analysis.

EXAMPLE 3. We now present an example where the use of sequen-
tial reasoning leads to results not valid for concurrent executions.

Fig. 1(c) shows moduleM which has two shared variablesX and
Y, and two proceduresm andf. Let us check whether this mod-
ule follows the2PL protocol and also check whether the assertion
“Y==0” in proceduref is true. Informally, the2PL protocol re-
quires that accesses to every shared variable be protected by a lock,
and that after a lock is released, no lock is acquired (see Sec. 4.2).

Let us first consider only sequential executions. The assertion
“Y==0” is true in the initial state of the module, and anycomplete
execution of procedurem or proceduref preserves this invariant.
As a result, the module satisfies2PL.

However, this assertion does not hold in concurrent executions
of M. Procedurem can, in fact, break this conjectured invariant, set-
tingY to be 1. Whenm does this, it also ends up in a non-terminating
loop. As a result, the broken invariant is never exposed to a call of
f in the sequential setting. In a concurrent setting, however, an in-
vocation off by another thread can observe this broken invariant.
As a result, this invariant fails to hold for concurrent executions.
When this invariant breaks, proceduref will no longer satisfy2PL.
Specifically, it ends up acquiring a lock after releasing a lock.

We show that if all procedures of the module are guaranteed to
terminate then the sequential reduction described earlieris valid for
verifying adherence to locking protocols such as2PL.

Rather than checking for termination in all concurrent execu-
tions, we show that it suffices to check for termination only in se-
quential executions. This isweakerthansolo-termination[12].

3. Preliminaries
In Sec. 3.1, we outline our programming model. In Sec. 3.2, we
formalize the notions of executions and schedules. In Sec. 3.3, we
review the notion of conflict-serializability and state some of its
known properties.

3.1 Programming Model

We assume a programming language which allows for writing
concurrent modules. For brevity, some of the standard technical
details are omitted and can be found in [2].



module T;
int Q=0, W=0, E=0;
void t() {

int q=0, w=0, e=0;
acquire(Q);
q = Q++;
acquire(W);
// assert(Q==W+1)
release(Q);
w = W++;
// assert(q==w)
if (isEven(q))

acquire(E);
release(W);
if (isEven(w)) {

e = E++;
release(E);

}
}

(a) Module T

module DT;
N R;

bool delete(int k){
N p = R;
p.acquire();
N c = p.r;
bool ret = false;

while (c != null){
c.acquire();
if (c.k == k)

break;
p.release();
p = c;
if (p.k < k)

c = p.r;
else

c = p.l;
}

if (c != null){
ret = true;
N cr = c.r;
c.r = null;
N cl = c.l;
c.l = null;
N t = cr;

if (cr == null)
t = cl;

else{
if (cl != null){

N rp = cr;
rp.acquire();
N rc = rp.l;
while (rc != null){
rp.release();
rp = rc;

rp.acquire();
rc = rp.l;

}
rp.l = cl;
rp.release();

}
}

if (p.k < k)
p.r=t;

else
p.l=t;

}

p.release();
if (c != null)

c.release();

return ret;
}

(b) Module DT

module M;
int X=0, Y=0;
void m() {

acquire(X);
if (*) {
acquire(Y);
Y = 1;
release(Y);
while (true)

skip;
}
release(X);

}
void f() {

int y;
acquire(Y);
// assert(Y==0)
y = Y;
release(Y);
if (y!=0)
acquire(Y);

if (y!=0)
release(Y);

}

(c) Module M

Figure 1. Concurrent modules.(*) represents non-deterministic branching.N is the type of a pointer to the user defined type{N l,r;
int k}. Theassert statements are used for expository reasons only. They are not intended to be executable code, and thus remarked.

Concurrent modules. A concurrent module encapsulates data
that is private to the module and defines a set of procedures that
may be invoked by clients of the module, potentially concurrently.
The module variables areglobal to the module, i.e., shared by all
procedure invocations. Procedures may also have local variables,
which are private to the invocation of the procedures. Without loss
of generality, we treat each invocation of a procedure as athread.

Synchronization. Threads communicate using a shared memory
comprised of global variables and an (unbounded) heap. Since
procedure invocations may execute concurrently and accessshared
data, they utilize locks for concurrency control. A lock canbe a
global variable or a heap allocated object. Locks areexclusive, i.e.,
a lock can be held by at most one thread at a time. The executionof
a thread trying to acquire a lock which is held by another thread is
blockeduntil a time when the lock isavailable, i.e., is not held by
any thread.

3.1.1 Syntax

Variables can be either of typeboolean, integer, or a pointer
to a user-defined type. We assume thesyntactic domains
x ∈ V = VL ⊎ VG of variable identifiers,local variable identifiers
x, y ∈ VL andglobal variable identifiersX, Y ∈ VG, f ∈ F of
field identifiers,p ∈ P of procedure identifiers, andκ ∈ K of pro-
gram points. We assume that variables, procedures, and program
points have unique identifiers in every program.

Instead of committing ourself to a particular syntax, we assume
that body of a procedure is represented in a standard way using a
control-flow graph. We refer to the vertices of a control-flowgraph
as program pointsκ ∈ K. The edges of a control-flow graph
are annotated withprimitive instructions. Besides the following as-
sumptions, the exact set of instruction is of no particular impor-
tance. We useassume statements to encode conditionals in the
usual way:i.e., a control-flow edge is annotated with the statement
“assume cond” to indicate that the branch is taken only ifcondis
true. Without loss of generality, we allow references to global vari-
ables and heap objects only in load/store instructions thatcopy val-
ues between these and local variables andacquire/release

v ∈ Val = Loc ⊎ Z ⊎ {tt ,ff , null}
ρ ∈ E = VL →֒ Val
h ∈ H = Loc →֒ F →֒ Val
l ∈ L = Loc ⊎ VG

s ∈ S = K× E × 2L

σ ∈ Σ = (VG →֒ Val) ×H× (T →֒S)

Figure 2. Semantic domains.

instructions. In particular, the condition of anassume statement
cannot refer to a global variable.

3.1.2 Semantics

Memory states. Fig. 2 defines the semantic domains ofmemory
statesof modulem and the meta-variables ranging over them. We
assume the semantic domaint ∈ T of thread identifiers.

A memory stateσ = 〈g , h, ̺〉 ∈ Σ of a concurrent module
cm is a triplet: g is the global environmentwhich records the
values of the module-global variables.h assigns values to fields
of dynamically allocated objects. A valuev ∈ VAL can be either a
location, an integer, a boolean value, ornull. ̺ associates a threadt
with its thread local state̺(t). A thread-local states = 〈κ, ρ, L〉 ∈
S is a triplet: κ is the value of the thread’s program counter,ρ
records the values of its local variables, andL is the thread’slock
set which records the locks that the thread holds. A lock can be
either a global variable or a location.

Operational semantics. The behavior of a concurrent module can
be described by a transition relation

tr
 ⊆ Σ × T × (K × K) ×

Σ ⊎ {⊥} that interleaves the execution of different threads. (⊥ is

a specially designated error state.) Atransition σ
〈t,e〉
−→ σ′ ∈

tr
 

represents the fact thatσ can be transformed intoσ′ via threadt
executing the instruction annotating control-flow edgee. Given a

transitionσ
〈t,e〉
−→ σ′, we say that the transition isexecutedby t .

We present the (rather mundane) formal definition of transitions
pertaining to a specific set of primitive instructions in [2]. The
statement “acquire Y” attempts to acquire a lock on global vari-



ableY. The statement “x.acquire()” attempts to acquire a lock
on the heap object pointed to by local variablex. Theassume(b)
instruction acts asskip when executed on a stateσ which sat-
isfiesb. If b does not hold inσ, the corresponding transition is not
enabled. A memory fault (e.g., null-dereference) causes a transition
to an error state.

3.2 Executions and Schedules

Enabled execution step. We refer to a pair〈t, e〉 consisting of
a thread identifier and a control-flow edge as anexecution step.
We say that〈t, e〉 is enabledin stateσ if there exists some transi-

tion σ
〈t,e〉
→ σ′ and that it isdisabledotherwise. Assume that the

program-counter oft is at the source of edgee (in stateσ). Then,
〈t, e〉 is disabled inσ iff e is labeled with either anassume state-
ment whose condition evaluates to false or anacquire statement
of a lock that is currently held by another thread.

Executions. An executionπ is a sequence of transitionsσ0

τ1→

σ1 . . .
τk→ σk that starts at the initial state (i.e., σ0 = σ∅) with the

target of every transition being the same as the source of thenext
transition. (When discussing executions, we may omit the labels on
the transitions if no confusion is likely.)

The sub-executionof threadt in an executionπ is the subse-
quence of transitions executed by threadt in π.

The transactionTi executed by a threadti in an executionπ
is the sequence of control-flow edges annotating the transitions
executed byt . Note that a transaction is a path in the control flow
graph of the procedurep invoked byt , starting atp’s entry node.

NI-executions. An execution isnon-interleaved(abbreviatedNI-
execution) if instructions of different threads are not interleaved,
i.e., for every pair of threadsti 6= tj , either all the transitions
executed byti come before any transition executed bytj , or vice
versa.

ACNI-executions. A thread is said to havecompletedin an ex-
ecution if its program counter in the final state is at the exitnode
of the corresponding procedure. An execution iscompleteif ev-
ery thread in its initial state has completed. An execution is com-
plete non-interleaved(abbreviatedCNI-execution) if it is both com-
plete and non-interleaved. An execution isalmost-complete non-
interleaved(abbreviatedACNI-execution) if it is non-interleaved,
and all but the thread executing last has completed.

Schedules. A scheduleΦ = 〈t1, e1〉, . . . , 〈tk, ek〉 is a se-
quence of execution steps.Φ is valid if for every thread identi-
fier t , the subsequence of edges paired witht comprise a path
in a control flow graph of a procedurep starting atp’s entry
node. Φ is feasible if it is induced by some executionπ, i.e.,

π = σ0

〈t1,e1〉
−→ σ1 . . .

〈tk,ek〉
−→ σk.

3.3 Conflict Serializability

Well locked executions. An execution iswell-lockedif a thread
never accesses a global variable or a field of a dynamically allo-
cated object without holding itsprotectinglock. (In database ter-
minology, well-lockedness is referred to as “obeying the access
rules” [5].) In this paper, we assume that every global variable also
acts as its own protecting lock and that every dynamically allocated
object also acts as the protecting lock of its own fields.

Conflict serializability. Given an execution, we say that two tran-
sitions conflict if (i) they are executed by two different threads,
(ii) they access some common global variable or a heap allocated
object. The usual definition of conflict requires at least oneof the
conflicting instruction to be a write (to the global variableor ob-
ject). However, this simpler definition suffices for us, since we use

exclusive locks for reading as well. (Note that a lock acquire/release
instruction is considered to be a write of the correspondinglock.)

Executionsπ1 andπ2 areconflict-equivalentif they include the
same transactions and they agree on the order between conflict-
ing transitions. (I.e., theith transition of a threadt precedes and
conflicts with thejth transition of threadt ′ in π1 iff the former
precedes and conflict with the latter inπ2.) Conflict-equivalence
ensuresview equivalence[5], i.e., every transaction in conflict-
equivalence executions reads and writes the same sequence of val-
ues to and from the global variables.

An execution isconflict-serializableif it is conflict-equivalent
with a non-interleaved execution. A module isconflict-serializable
if all of its executions are conflict-serializable.

Since conflict-equivalent executions produce the same state, we
have the next lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let π and π′ be conflict-equivalent (well-locked) exe-
cutions. (a) For any threadt, the set of locks held byt after π is
the same as the set of locks held byt after π′. (b) The execution of
(t, e) is enabled afterπ iff it is enabled afterπ′.

The next lemma is handy for NI-reduction, as it allows to move
a step “earlier” in the execution.

LEMMA 2. Let πni = πP πtπS be a well-locked NI-execution,
whereπt is the sub-execution by a threadt. If the execution step
(t, e) is enabled afterπni, then it is also enabled afterπP πt.

4. NI-Reductions for Static Protocols
We wish to verify that a given module is conflict-serializable, by
verifying that it adheres to a locking protocol,e.g., TL or 2PL,
that guarantees conflict-serializability. However, we would like to
do this by considering only the module’s almost-complete non-
interleaved executions rather than all the executions it can generate.
We take a two-step approach towards our goal. The first step isa
reduction to non-interleaved executions (NI-reduction): we show
for a class of locking protocols that if every NI-execution of the
module satisfies the protocol then all executions of the module
satisfies the protocol. The second step is a reduction to almost-
complete non-interleaved executions (ACNI-reduction): we show
for a class of locking protocols that if every ACNI-execution of
the module satisfies the protocol then all executions of the module
satisfies the protocol.

We first establish our reductions in astatic setting where we
assume that the program does not use the heap (dynamic memory
allocation) or pointers. This restriction is just a convenience in
the case of2PL: the reductions carry over even in the presence of
dynamic memory allocation. However, extending the reductions to
handle dynamic memory allocation is more challenging in thecase
of TL because this requires changes to the protocol itself. Section 6
presents our reductions for Dynamic Tree Locking (DTL).

4.1 Transaction-Local Properties

Given a memory stateσ = 〈g , h, ̺〉, the thread-owned stateof
threadt , defined byownedt(σ) = 〈g |L, h|L, ̺(t)〉 where̺(t) =
〈κ, ρ, L〉, is its own thread-local state inσ and the projection of the
global state on the locks thatt holds.

The thread-owned viewof a threadt executing a transaction
T in an executionπ is obtained by replacing every stateσ in the
correspondingt ’s sub-execution byownedt (σ).

We now define a certain class of properties of executions. To
avoid restricting ourself to any particular logic we simplyidentify
a propertyφ (of executions) with the set of executions that satisfy
the property. Similarly, we identify a propertyφ′ of thread-owned
views with the set of thread-owned views that satisfy the property.



We say that a propertyφ of executions istransaction-localif (a)
there is a propertyφ′ of thread-owned views such that an execution
π is inφ iff all the thread-owned views of all the threads launched in
π are inφ′, and (b)φ is prefix-closed: ifπ is in φ, then every prefix
of π is in φ. For any transaction-local propertyφ of executions,
we will useφT to denote the propertyφ′ of thread-owned views
guaranteed to exist by the above definition.

4.2 Local Conflict Serializable Locking Protocols

A local conflict-serializable locking protocol(abbreviatedLCS-
locking-protocol) is a transaction-local property that guarantees
well-lockedness and conflict-serializability. In other words, a prop-
erty LP of executions is an LCS-locking-protocol iff (i)LP is
transaction-local and (ii)π ∈ LP implies thatπ is well-locked and
conflict-serializable. A modulefollowsa locking protocolLP if ev-
ery possible execution of the module satisfiesLP.

There are two important instances of LCS-locking protocols.
Two-phase locking(2PL) requires each executionπ to be well-

locked and to ensure that every thread executes in two phases:
a growing phase, in which the thread mayacquire locks but not
releaseany locks, followed by ashrinking phase, in which the
thread mayreleaselocks, but may not acquire locks. If an execution
follows 2PL then it is conflict-serializable [23].

Tree locking(TL) assumes that locks are organized in the shape
of a forest (collection of trees). An executionπ follows the TL
policy if it is well locked and every thread (i) can acquire a lock
only if it holds the lock on its parent in the tree, unless the lock is
the first acquired by the transaction, and (ii) does not acquire a lock
that it has previously released. If an execution followsTL then it is
conflict-serializable [15].

4.3 NI-Reduction for LCS-Locking-Protocols

LEMMA 3. Let LP be an LCS-locking-protocol. Letπni = πP πtπS

be a non-interleaved execution, whereπt is the sub-execution of a

threadt. Letπni
t,e
→ σ be an execution that extendsπni by a single

transition. IfπP πtπS satisfiesLP andπP πt
t,e
→ σ′ satisfiesLP, then

πP πtπS
t,e
→ σ also satisfiesLP.

THEOREM 4. If every NI-execution of a module satisfies an LCS-
locking-protocolLP, then every execution of the module satisfies
LP.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length ofπ. The base case
is when the trace is empty, which is immediate.

For the induction step assume thatπ′ = π
t,e
→ σ′, whereσ′ is the

state produced by a threadt executing an instructionst annotating
e. By the induction hypothesis, executionπ follows the locking
protocol. The locking protocol guarantees conflict-serializability.
Thus, there exists a non-interleaved executionπni which is conflict-
equivalent toπ.

By Lemma 1, the execution of(t, e) is enabled afterπni as well.
Let πni be of the formπP πtπS whereπt is the sub-execution by
threadt. By Lemma 2,(t, e) is also enabled afterπP πt.

SinceπP πt.(t, e) is an NI-execution, it satisfiesLP (by assump-
tion). By Lemma 3,πni.(t, e) satisfiesLP as well. Sinceπ satisfies
LP, andπ and πni are conflict-equivalent (and produce the same
state), it follows thatπ.(t, e) satisfiesLP as well.

Since TL and 2PL are LCS-locking-protocols, this theorem
shows that a module can be verified to followTL or 2PL by con-
sidering only its NI-executions.

5. ACNI-Reductions for Static Protocols
In this section, we show how to improve upon NI-reduction. We
would like to show that all executions of a concurrent modulesat-

isfy an LCS-locking-protocolLP if and only if all ACNI-executions
of the module satisfyLP.

Unfortunately, this goal is too ambitious, because of the possi-
bility of procedure invocations that do not terminate. As the exam-
ple in Fig. 1(c) shows, it is possible to have a procedure invocation
T whose changes to shared data are visible to other procedure in-
vocations even thoughT will never terminate. This can lead to exe-
cution behaviors that can never be observed in an almost-complete
non-interleaved execution.

Therefore, we will settle for a slightly weaker result. We say that
an ACNI-execution of a module iscompletableif it is the prefix
of a complete non-interleaved execution (CNI-execution) of the
module. We will show that ACNI-reduction holds for a module as
long as every ACNI-execution of the module is completable. (One
way to show that every ACNI-execution is completable is to use
a sequential termination analysis to show that the last procedure
invocation of an ACNI-execution is guaranteed to terminatein the
absence of any other concurrent procedure invocation. Our ACNI-
reduction theorem can also be used directly, without a termination
analysis, for any concurrent module where every loop exit edge
is labelled with an “assume true” statement, as discussed in
Section 7.)

There is a second hurdle we need to consider, namely that
of deadlock. Even if all transactions are guaranteed to terminate
in isolation, they may end up in a deadlock in an interleaved
execution. We directly show that this is not a concern for2PL and
TL and discuss the general case in Sec. 5.4.

5.1 Proof Strategy

We take a two step approach. First, we establish that when all
ACNI-executions satisfyLP and are completable then all NI-
executions satisfyLP. Then, our NI-reduction theorem (The. 4) let
us conclude that all executions satisfyLP.

DEFINITION 1. Let πni be an NI-execution with a schedule
α1 · · ·αk, each αi representing the sub-schedule of a differ-
ent thread ti. Let πcni be a CNI-execution with a schedule
α1β1 · · ·αkβk, eachαiβi representing the sub-schedule of a dif-
ferent threadti. We say thatπcni is anequivalent completionof πni

if πcni satisfies the following condition: for alli < j, the set of
variables accessed by the execution ofβi andαj are disjoint.

The next lemma is a simple consequence of the definitions.

LEMMA 5. Let πcni be an equivalent completion ofπni. For any
threadt, the thread-owned view oft in πni is a prefix of the thread-
owned view oft in πcni.

Our overall proof strategy is to take an NI-executionπni and
construct an equivalent completionπcni. By Lemma 5, ifπcni sat-
isfiesLP, thenπni satisfiesLP as well. We now present an iterative
scheme that will successfully construct an equivalent completion
for some, but not necessarily every, NI-executionπni.

Let the schedule ofπni be α1 · · ·αk, eachαi representing the
sub-schedule of a different threadti. We construct a sequence of
schedulesγh, where1 ≤ h ≤ k, where eachγh is of the form
α1β1 · · ·αhβh and is the schedule of an CNI-execution. Further-
more, the execution ofβi is guaranteed to not access any variable
accessed by anyαj for j > i.

We let γ0 be the empty schedule. We construct the schedule
γi+1 from γi as follows. Note thatγiαi+1 is the schedule of an
ACNI-execution. Hence, by assumption, this is completable. That
is, there exists an CNI-executionπi+1 with a scheduleγiαi+1βi+1.

If the execution ofβi+1 in πi+1 does not access any variable
accessed byαj in πni for anyj > i + 1, then we defineγi+1 to be
γiαi+1βi+1. Otherwise, our algorithm fails.



If the algorithm succeeds at every stepi, then we define the
executionπk produced finally to be theiterative completionof πni.
Otherwise, we say that theiterative completionof πni is not defined.

LEMMA 6. If the iterative completion of an NI-executionπni is
defined, then it is an equivalent completion ofπni.

It follows from the above discussion that the key open issue in
proving ACNI-reduction is handling the case whereβi+1 accesses
some variable accessed by someαj for j > i + 1 in the above
algorithm for constructing the iterative completion. There are two
reasons why this “failure” case may arise, one illustrated by TL
and one illustrated by2PL. We show how to work around them
and prove ACNI-reduction for both these protocols. We then com-
bine these ideas to establish ACNI-reduction for any LCS-locking-
protocol satisfying a property we callprogressive(see Sec. 5.4).

The following lemma shows that extending certain executions
by a single transition does not violate an LCS-locking-protocol LP.

LEMMA 7. Assume that every ACNI-execution of a module satis-
fies an LCS-locking-protocolLP. Letπ be an NI-execution that has
an equivalent completion. Then, any NI-executionπ′ = πτ con-
sisting ofπ following by a single transitionτ satisfiesLP.

Proof: Let transitionτ be generated by threadt executing instruc-
tion e. Sinceπ satisfiesLP, the sub-execution of every thread inπ
satisfiesLP. Thus, to prove thatπ′ satisfiesLP we just need to verify
that the sub-execution oft in π′ satisfiesLP.

Let α denote the sub-execution oft in π. Thus, the sub-
execution oft in π′ is ατ . Let πcni be an equivalent completion
of π, which exists by assumption. Consider the ACNI-executionπt

which is the prefix ofπcni that ends withα. (We letπt beπcni if α is
empty.) We can show that the thread-owned state oft at the end of
this ACNI-execution is the same as that at the end ofπ. Sincet can
execute instructione afterπ, it follows that it can execute the same
instruction afterπt as well. (See Lemma 1.) The sub-execution of
t in πt extended bye must satisfyLP (since this extension is an
ACNI-execution). Hence,ατ must also satisfyLP.

It follows thatπ′ satisfiesLP.

5.2 ACNI-reduction for TL

We first establish that ACNI-reduction is valid forTL. The inductive
proof carries a stronger property, to help in the induction step.

THEOREM 8. If every ACNI-execution of a module satisfiesTL and
is completable, then every NI-executionπ of the module (a) satisfies
TL and (b) has an equivalent completionπcni.

Proof: Assume that every ACNI-execution of the module satisfies
TL and is completable. We prove (a) and (b) by induction on the
length of the execution. The base case (an empty execution) is
trivial. Assume as the inductive hypothesis thatπ satisfies (a) and

(b). Consider an NI-executionπ′ = π
〈t,e〉
→ σ′, whereσ′ is the state

produced by the execution of an instructione by a threadt afterπ.
(a) follows immediately from Lemma 7 and the inductive hy-

pothesis.
We now prove (b). Our strategy is to use the algorithm for

constructing the iterative completion of an NI-execution described
earlier. However, the iterative completion ofπ′ may not be defined,
as illustrated by the following simple example. Assume thatπ′

consists of a threadt1 acquiring a lock onu, followed by a thread
t2 acquiring a lock onv, a child ofu (in the lock-ordering forest).
Suppose the next step oft1 is to acquire a lock onv. If so, the
iterative completion ofπ′ is not defined. The trick in this case is
to reorder the execution oft1 and t2 in π′ to obtain a conflict-
equivalent executionπ′′ and construct the iterative completion of
π′′. We now show that this can always be done.

Let the schedule ofπ′ be α1 · · ·αk, eachαi representing the
sub-schedule of a different threadti. We assume, without loss of
generality, that every threadti acquires at least one lock inπ′. (A
threadti that does not acquire any locks can be easily handled.)
Consider the stateσi produced by the executionπi of α1 · · ·αi. Let
locked i denote the set of variables locked byti in σi. Let lockable i

denote the set of children of variables inlocked i that have not
already been locked byti (in the executionπi). (These are variables
thatti can immediately lock, if available, without violatingTL.) Let
lockable∗

i denote the set of descendants of variables inlockable i

(where a vertex is considered to be its own descendant). These are
the variables thatti can eventually lock without violatingTL.

Given i < j, we say that a threadti may-depend-upontj if the
first variable locked bytj (in π′) is contained inlockable∗

i . These
are the dependences that can create us problem while constructing
an iterative completion.

We identify a permutation of the set of threadst1 to tk in which
ti occurs aftertj if ti may-depend-upontj . We do this iteratively
as follows. Initially, we start with an empty sequenceS0 . Given
Sj , a permutation oft1 throughtj , we identifySj+1 as follows. If
none of theti in Sj may-depend-upontj+1, we appendtj+1 to Sj

to obtainSj+1. Otherwise, we find the first occurrence of ati in
Sj such thatti may-depend-upontj and inserttj just beforeti to
obtainSi+1. Let the final sequenceSk betp1

, · · · , tpk
.

Consider the scheduleαp1
· · ·αpk

. We claim that this produces
an NI-executionπ′′ that is conflict-equivalent toπ′. Furthermore,
we claim that the iterative completion ofπ′′ is defined and that this
yields an equivalent completion forπ′ as well. Proofs omitted due
to lack of space.

5.3 ACNI-Reduction for 2PL

We will now present an analogue of the above theorem for2PL.
The challenge in constructing an iterative completion of anNI-
execution that follows2PL is the possibility of a deadlock. (TL, on
the other hand, guarantees deadlock-freedom.)

Given two threadst1 and t2 in an executionπ, we say that
t2 dependson t1 if t1 accesses a global variableg during the
execution that is accessed later by threadt2. We define theschedule
slice of π with respect to threadt, to be the subsequence of the
schedule ofπ consisting of steps taken byt or any other threadt′

on whicht depends (directly or transitively). It follows trivially that
the schedule slice is a feasible schedule. We define theslice of π
with respect tot, denotedπ|t, to be the execution induced by the
schedule slice. For any threadt′ that occurs inπ|t, it can be shown
that the thread-owned view is the same inπ andπ|t.

THEOREM9. If every ACNI-execution of a module satisfies2PL
and is completable, then (a) every NI-executionπ of the module
satisfies2PL, and (b) for every NI-executionπ of the module and
every threadt, π|t has an equivalent completionπt

cni.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of the execution.

Consider an NI-executionπ′ = π
〈t,e〉
→ σ′, where we assume thatπ

satisfies (a) and (b). We show thatπ′ also satisfies (a) and (b).
(a) Sinceπ follows 2PL, we just need to show thatt follows 2PL

in π′. Considerπ′|t which must be of the formπ|t
t,e
→ σ′′. It follows

from Lemma 7 and the inductive hypothesis thatπ′|t follows 2PL.
Therefore,π′ itself satisfies (a) (i.e., follows 2PL).

(b) We now argue that the iterative completion ofπ′|t is de-
fined. Assume that we take a scheduleα1 · · ·αk and construct the
scheduleα1β1 · · ·αkβk using our iterative completion algorithm.
We just need to show that the set of variables accessed byβi is
disjoint from the set of variables accessed byαj for j > i. Note
that the execution of the threadti (i < k) is included inπ′|t only
if some other thread depends onti in π′. Such a dependence is



possible only if threadti has reached its shrinking phase and has
released some lock by the end ofαi. In this case,βi cannot acquire
any new lock. Hence,βi can access only variables locked byti at
the end ofαi. But αj can only access variables that arenot locked
by ti at the end ofαi. The result follows.

5.4 ACNI-Reduction for Progressive Locking Protocols

We now generalize the results presented above to show that ACNI-
reduction is valid for a class of locking protocols.

A thread (or a transaction) in an execution isvisible if it has
released at least one lock. In particular, if a threadt reads/writes a
global variable that is then subsequently accessed in a well-locked
execution by another thread, then the first threadt is visible.

An LCS-locking-protocolLP is said to beprogressiveif (i)
An execution satisfyingLP cannot contain a deadlock involving a
visible transaction, and (ii) If an executionπ satisfiesLP and t is
any thread inπ, then theabrupt completionof t in π, defined to
consist ofπ followed by a release byt of all locks it holds, also
satisfiesLP. Note that bothTL and2PL satisfy the above definition
and that condition (ii) above is satisfied by any locking protocol
that allows threads to release a lock at any time.

The following theorem (whose proof appears in Appendix A)
states that ACNI-reduction is valid for any progressive LCS-
locking-protocol.

THEOREM 10. Let LP be a progressive locking protocol. If every
ACNI-execution of a module satisfiesLP and is completable, then
(a) every NI-executionπ of the module satisfiesLP, and (b) for
every NI-executionπ of the module and every threadt, π|t has an
equivalent completionπt

cni.

6. Sequential Reductions for VerifyingDTL

In this section we extend our results to hand-over-hand lock-
ing protocols, such as the concurrent binary tree example shown
in Fig. 1(b). This requires us to generalize our results to handle
mutable, dynamically allocated, pointer-linked data structures with
heap-storable locks. More importantly, however, the protocol used
is aDynamic Tree Lockingprotocol. The tree-ordering, which de-
termines the order in which a thread should acquire locks, isdeter-
mined by the data-structure itself and can change over time.This
requires extensions to the protocol itself. Significantly,the required
extension makes the protocol anon-transaction-localproperty, re-
quiring new proofs of the reduction theorems.

6.1 Dynamic Tree Locking (DTL )

In this section, we presentDTL, a variant of the Dynamic Dag Lock-
ing protocol introduced in [7]. The variations permit coding pat-
terns (such as temporary violations of structural invariants in the
part of the graph “locked” by a thread) typically found in imple-
mentations.DTL guarantees conflict-serializability, though we omit
a proof of this due to space constraints.1

We simplify the definition of the dynamic tree locking proto-
col, the statement of the theorems and their proofs by representing
the shared program state using a graph. Each global variableand
each heap-allocated object is represented by a vertex in thegraph.
The graph contains the edgeu → v iff the variable/object repre-
sented byu points to the object represented byv. If u represents
a structured variable/object whosef field points tov, then this is

represented by a labelled edgeu
f
→ v. In the sequel, we will omit

the edge labels when no confusion is likely. We note that the target
of an edge must always represent a heap object. In the sequel,we

1 The reduction theorems for the Dynamic Dag Locking protocolcan be
found in [2].

will often abuse notation and not distinguish between a vertex and
the variable/object it represents.

We define the set of vertices in thescopeof a threadt at any
point during an execution as follows: Initially, the scope of any
thread is empty. Whenever a threadt acquires a lock onu, all
successors ofu (in the graph representation) become part oft’s
scope. Whenever a threadt allocates a new objectu, u becomes
part of t’s scope. Whenever a thread releases a lock onu, all
successors ofu are removed fromt’s scope.

Note that in comparing states produced by different executions,
the address of a heap allocated object is irrelevant. Instead, equiv-
alence of states is established with respect to a bijective mapping
between the heap allocated objects of the two states, in the obvious
way. More generally, given two executionsπ1 andπ2, we define
thecorrespondence relationbetween heap objects of the two exe-
cutions as follows: the object allocated by thei-th execution-step
of threadt in π1 correspondsto the object allocated by thei-th
execution-step of threadt in π2 (when both exist). We use this cor-
respondence to compare states in the two executions.

DEFINITION 2. We say that an execution satisfies the Dynamic
Tree Locking Protocol (DTL) if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. The execution is well-locked.
2. A thread never acquires a lock on an objectu after it has

released a lock on that objectu.
3. The first lock a thread acquires is on a global variable.
4. Subsequent to acquiring its first lock, a thread can acquire a

lock on a vertex only if it is in the thread’s scope.
5. A thread can insert an edgeu → v only if v is in the thread’s

scope. (More precisely, the thread can assign the address of
an object represented by vertexv to a global variable or an
object’s field only ifv is in the thread’s scope.)

6. Whenever a thread releases a lock onu, for every successorv
of u, u must bev’s only predecessor: i.e.,u → v andw → v
impliesu = w. (In other words, whenever a thread releasesv
from its scope,v must have a unique predecessor.)

Note that a thread is allowed to create a new resource at any point.

6.2 Properties ofDTL

LEMMA 11. The following properties hold true at any point during
and just after any execution satisfyingDTL:

1. A vertex not in the scope of any thread has at most one prede-
cessor.

2. All predecessors of a vertex in the scope of threadt must
currently be locked byt.

3. A vertex can be in the scope of at most one thread.

Proof: By induction. Note that when a new vertex is created it
belongs to its creator’s scope. When a thread releasesu from its
scope, it ensures thatu has at most one predecessor. A vertexu not
in the scope of any thread enters the scope of a threadt when t
acquires a lock onu’s unique predecessor. Onceu enterst’s scope,
no other threadt′ can insert any edgex → u or acquireu for
its scope: fort′ to insert an edgex → u, u must first be int′’s
scope, and foru to entert′’s scopeu must first have an unlocked
predecessor thatt′ can lock. The result follows.

SinceDTL conditions 1 to 5 are transaction-local, we have the
next lemma:

LEMMA 12. Let the thread-owned views of threadt in two exe-
cutionsπ and π′ be the same. Let the execution of step(t, e) be
enabled after bothπ andπ′. Then, the execution of step(t, e) after
π satisfiesDTL conditions 1 to 5 iff the execution of step(t, e) after
π satisfiesDTL conditions 1 to 5.



However, condition 6 of theDTL protocol is not a transaction-
local property. This is why our earlier reductions do not hold for
DTL and we must separately establish the following results.

LEMMA 13. Let πni = πP πtπS be a non-interleaved execution,
whereπt is the sub-execution of a threadt. Let πni

t,e
→ σ be an

execution that extendsπni by a single transition. IfπP πtπS satisfies

DTL and πP πt
t,e
→ σ′ satisfiesDTL, then πP πtπS

t,e
→ σ also

satisfiesDTL.

Proof: Note that the thread-owned view oft is the same inπP πt

and πP πtπS . Since the step(t, e) satisfiesDTL after πP πt, it
follows from Lemma 12 we just need to check for condition 6.

Assume that step(t, e) releases a lock onu, and we have an
edgeu → v in the state afterπP πtπS . Thus,v must be in the
scope oft throughout the execution ofπS . Consequently,v must
have the same set of predecessors afterπP πtπS as afterπP πt.

Thus condition 6 is satisfied byπP πtπS
t,e
→ σ iff it is satisfied

by πP πt
t,e
→ σ′.

LEMMA 14. Let αβuγδt denote the schedule of an NI-execution,
whereβu and δt denote the schedules executed by threadsu and
t respectively. Assume that no transitive conflict-dependence exists
betweenu and t in this execution. Ifαβuγ and αγδt both satisfy
DTL, then so doesαβuγδt. (In other words,βu does not affect the
correctness ofδt.)

Proof: Let π1 denote the execution ofαβuγδt We need to show
that the execution of all instructions inδt in π1 satisfy DTL. Let
π2 denote the execution ofαγδt. The absence of any transitive
conflict-dependence betweenβu andδt in π1 means that Lemma 12
applies and that we just need to verify that the execution ofδt in π1

satisfies condition 6. This follows inductively. The key properties
to note are: (a) The subgraph induced by the set of all vertices ac-
cessed byδt and their successors at any point during the execution
of δt in π1 is isomorphic to thecorrespondingsubgraph induced in
π2. (b) Furthermore, none of the vertices in these subgraphs have
any predecessor outside the subgraph. As a result a vertex going
out of t’s scope at some point inπ1 can have more than one pre-
decessor iff the corresponding vertex going out oft’s scope at the
corresponding point inπ2 has more than one predecessor. The re-
sult follows.

6.3 NI Reduction for DTL

THEOREM 15. If every NI-execution of a module satisfiesDTL then
every execution of the module satisfiesDTL.

Proof: The proof is identical to that of Theorem 4, except for the
use of Lemma 13 in place of Lemma 3.

6.4 ACNI Reduction for DTL

We first establish that the iterative completion algorithm described
in Sec. 5.1 will succeed under a simple condition.

LEMMA 16. Let α1α2 · · ·αk be the schedule of anDTL NI-
executionπ, eachαi represents the schedule of a different threadti.
Letα1β1α2β2 · · ·αkβk be the schedule anotherDTL NI-execution
π′, whereαiβi represents the schedule of threadti. Assume thatti

acquires at least a single lock in executionπ. For anyi < j, the set
of locations accessed (read, written, or locked) during theexecu-
tion ofβi in π′ is disjoint from the set of locations accessed during
the execution ofαj in π. (Note that we compare heap locations in
different executions modulo the correspondence relation described
in Sec. 6.1.)

Proof: Let σi be the state produced by the execution ofα1 · · ·αi.
Let Vi denote the set of vertices inσi. Let scope i denote the set of

vertices in the scope ofti in stateσi. Let reachable i denote the set
of vertices inσi that are reachable via some path from some vertex
in scope i.

For j > i, the execution ofαj in π cannot lock any vertex
in reachable i. We can establish this inductively. Threadtj cannot
lock any vertex in the scope of any other threadtk in σi. Further-
more, any vertexy not in the scope of any thread (inσi) must have
at most one predecessorx. If tj is unable to lockx, it will be unable
to locky as well.

Now consider the execution ofα1β1α2β2 · · ·αkβk. Let us
identify any vertex allocated in a steps in π with the location allo-
cated by the corresponding steps′ in π′. We claim that any vertex
in Vi that is locked byti during the execution ofβi must be in
reachable i: this follows inductively, since forti to acquire a lock
on anyy it must first hold a lock on some predecessorx of y.

In particular, this implies that the set of vertices locked by βi

andαj must be disjoint (wherei < j).

THEOREM17. If every ACNI-execution of a module satisfiesDTL
and is completable, then (a) every NI-executionπ of the module
satisfiesDTL, and (b) every NI-executionπ of the module has an
equivalent completionπcni (which is a CNI-execution, by defini-
tion).

Proof: Assume that every ACNI-execution of the module satisfies
TL and is completable. We prove (a) and (b) by induction on the
length of the execution. The base case (an empty execution) is
trivial. Assume as the inductive hypothesis thatπ satisfies (a) and

(b). Consider an NI-executionπ′ = π
〈t,e〉
→ σ, whereσ is the state

produced by the execution of an instructione by a threadt afterπ.
We assume thatt has a transitive conflict-dependence on all other
threads that execute inπ. (Otherwise, we can omit the execution of
any other threadu that t does not have a dependence on fromπ′

to get a shorter executionπ′′. From the inductive assumption,π′′

must satisfyDTL. By Lemma 14,π′ must also satisfyDTL.)
Let πcni be an equivalent completion ofπ. πcni must sat-

isfy DTL, by assumption, since it is an ACNI-execution. Let
the schedule ofπ be α1α2 · · ·αk, and the schedule ofπcni be
α1β1α2β2 · · ·αkβk, where eachαi (andβi) represents execution
by a threadti. Note that Lemma 16 applies toπ andπcni.

Case 1: First, consider the case wheret 6= tk. Thus,(t, e) is the
first step performed by a new threadt. We first show that(t, e) is
enabled afterπcni as well. Suppose that(t, e) tries to acquire a lock
on u. Since(t, e) is enabled afterπ, u must be unlocked afterπ.
Furthermore, we assumed the existence of a conflict-dependence
betweentk and t. This conflict-dependence can exist only iftk

acquired and then released a lock onu (during αk in π). The
definition of an equivalent completion implies thattk acquires and
releases a lock onu duringαk in πcni. Hence,tk cannot acquire a
lock onu again duringβk. Hence,u must be unlocked afterπcni as
well. Thus,(t, e) is enabled afterπcni.

Now πcni
t,e
→ σ′ is an ACNI-execution, which satisfiesDTL

by assumption. So, the execution of(t, e) following πcni satisfies
DTL. As a result, the execution of(t, e) after π satisfies all local
properties ofDTL. The only non-local property we need to check
is condition 6. But the first instruction of a threadt cannot release
a lock. (Otherwise, the ACNI-executionπcni

t,e
→ σ′ would violate

DTL.) Hence, (a) follows.
As for (b), the ACNI-executionπcni

t,e
→ σ′ must have a comple-

tion by assumption. This gives us an equivalent completion for π′.
(Lemma 16 above ensures that this is an equivalent completion.)

Case 2: Now, consider the case wheret = tk. Consider the
scheduleγ = α1β1α2β2 · · ·αk. (We don’t considerβk since tk

continues executing.) We now show that(t, e) is enabled afterγ.
Assume that(t, e) acquires a lock onu (following executionπ). If



u is the first lock acquired bytk, then the reasoning is the same as in
case 1. Otherwise,tk must hold a lock on the unique predecessorx
of u afterπ. This implies that none of theβj , for j < k, can acquire
a lock onx in the executionγ. This follows from Lemma 16 (or,
equivalently, from the definition of an equivalent completion). As
a result, none of theβj can acquire a lock onu either. Hence,u
remains unlocked at the end ofγ. Hence,(t, e) is enabled afterγ.

Now γ.(t, e) is an ACNI-execution, which satisfiesDTL by
assumption. We need to now show thatπ.(t, e) satisfiesDTL. By
Lemma 12, we just need to check for non-local property 6. This
follows just as in the proof of Lemma 14. Hence, (a) follows.

As for (b), the ACNI-scheduleγ.(t, e) must have a completion
by assumption. This gives us an equivalent completion forπ′. (By
Lemma 16 this completion is equivalent.)

7. Sequential Analyses for Concurrent Modules
Our reduction theorems enable the use of sequential analyses to
verify that a module adheres to a locking protocol such as,e.g., DTL
and is conflict-serializable. For a conflict-serializable module, our
results also enable the use of sequential analysis to infer or verify
other properties of the module. In this section we make theseclaims
more precise by describing different kinds of sequential analyses
and the conditions under which they can be used and formalizing
the types of properties that can be verified using these analyses.

7.1 Verifiable Properties

Transaction-Local Properties. We first establish that analogues
of our earlier reduction theorems hold for verifying transaction-
local properties. Since transaction-local properties observe only
what happens within each thread, the next theorem is a straightfor-
ward consequence of known properties of conflict-serializability.

THEOREM 18. Let M be a conflict-serializable module and letφ
be a transaction-local property. If every NI-execution of moduleM
is well-locked and satisfies propertyφ, then every execution of the
module satisfiesφ.

The following theorem shows that ACNI-reductions hold for
transaction-local properties.

THEOREM 19. Let M be a conflict-serializable module and letφ
be a transaction-local property. If every ACNI-execution of module
M is well-locked, completable and satisfiesφ, then every execution
of M satisfiesφ.

The above theorems justify the use of sequential analyses (de-
scribed later) to infer or verify transaction-local properties. As an
example of properties that can be so verified, consider the mod-
ule T shown in Fig. 1(a). The propertyQ == W + 1 in the first
assert statement is transaction-local and can be verified by a se-
quential analysis. Similarly, a sequential analysis can also establish
the secondassert statement which, as it is concerned only with
local variables, is also transaction-local. Note, however, that the
propertyQ == W is not a transaction-local property at the program
point of the second assertion, asQ’s lock has been released.

Module Invariants. A program stateσ is quiescentif there ex-
ists a complete execution that producesσ. A propertyφ of program
states is said to be amodule invariantif all quiescent states satisfy
φ. Our results also justify the use of sequential analyses to infer
module invariants. For example, a sequential analysis of moduleT,
shown in Fig. 1(a) can determine thatQ == W is a module invari-
ant. Module invariants are of particular interest since onecan rea-
son about module procedures assuming that they are invoked in a
state satisfying the module invariants (when the module is conflict-
serializable and its ACNI-executions are completable). Note that

the inferred module invariants do not have to be transaction-local,
but can still be used in the reasoning as explained above.

7.2 Sequential Modular Analysis

We describe severalsequential modular analysesand the condi-
tions under which these analyses can be used. The termmodular
analysisrefers to analysis of a given module, independent of any
specific client of the module. The information computed by a mod-
ular analysis is valid for any possible client of the module.

Optimistic Analysis. An optimistic analysis exploits ACNI-
reduction and can be used when the conditions for ACNI-reduction
are met. Briefly, an optimistic analysis amounts to an analysis of the
program obtained by combining the module with itsmost-general
sequential client. The most-general sequential client of module DT
is shown in Fig. 3(a). Thus, an optimistic analysis iteratively iden-
tifies the module invariants, and analyzes the invocation ofevery
module procedure on any state satisfying the module invariant. We
start with a tentative module invariant that characterizesthe initial
state of the module’s data (before any procedure is invoked), and it-
eratively analyze the module’s procedures when invoked in astate
satisfying the tentative module invariant, and weaken the module
invariant to account for the state that can be produced at theend of
the module procedure.

Completability Analysis. The use of an optimistic analysis or
ACNI-reduction requires verifying that every ACNI-execution is
completable. This requirement can be proved with termination
analysis (e.g. [6, 10, 16]). Note that the termination analysis needs
to only establish that a procedure invocation terminates when in-
voked in a state satisfying the module invariant and executes in
isolation. In other words, the termination analysis itselfcan be op-
timistic.

However, completability is a weaker requirement than
termination, as illustrated by the following examples.
Contrast the problematic code snippet from Fig. 1(c)
acquire(Y); Y = 1; release(Y); while true;
with acquire(Y); Y = 1; release(Y); while(*);.
Both snippets are potentially non-terminating. However, the
second one is “completable” according to our definition. Thus, an
optimistic analysis is valid in the second, although it is not valid in
the first case.

The two requirements differ only for non-deterministic pro-
grams. This is quite significant, as many analyses typicallydo not
interpret branching or looping conditions. Such analyses can effec-
tively use an optimistic approach without requiring a termination-
analysis. For the reduction to hold, we still need to guarantee that
every ACNI-execution can be completed. However, instead ofver-
ifying this, if we weaken conditions on branches (assume state-
ments) to ensure that this holds trivially, we are fine. Stated differ-
ently, given a module M, we weaken conditions in M to construct a
moduleMw that has more behaviors thanM and one that trivially
satisfies the “completable” condition. Our theorem justifies the use
of optimistic analysis forMw. BecauseMw has more behaviors
thanM , a successful verification ofMw applies toM also.

Pessimistic Analysis. This approach analyzes each procedure of
the module independently once. It assumes nothing about theinitial
state (of the module’s global variables) in which the procedure is
invoked. However, the analysis will assume that the procedure is
executing in isolation, without interference from any concurrent
execution of other procedure invocations. This analysis relies only
on NI-reduction. Hence, it does not require verifying that all ACNI-
executions are completable.

A pessimistic analysis has the potential to be more efficient
than an optimistic analysis but is less precise. (E.g., notethat pes-
simistic analysis cannot verify either of the assertions ofmoduleT



module MGC-DTL;
void mostGeneralClient() {

DTL t;
t.init();
while (*) {
int k = random();

if (*)
t.insert(k);

else if(*)
t.delete(k);

else
t.contains(k);

}
}

(a) The MSGC of module DT.

module S;
int Y, B;
void p() {

acquire(B);
B = 0;
release(B);
acquire(B);
int b = B;
if (b) Y = 2;
release(B);

}
void q() {

acquire(B);
B = 1;
release(B);

}

(b) Module S.

Figure 3. Additional examples.

in Fig. 1(a) and cannot verify that the module follows theTL pol-
icy and is, hence, conflict-serializable. However, both an optimistic
analysis or a cautiously optimistic analysis, described below, using,
e.g., the octagon domain [22], can verify these properties.) Such
an analysis is typically insufficient for verifying adherence toDTL
sinceDTL depends on module shape invariants. Verification using
type systems are often pessimistic analyses and, when they are, can
safely be used for conflict-serializable modules.

Cautiously Optimistic Analysis. This middle ground between the
two possibilities mentioned above is similar to the optimistic anal-
ysis in computing a module invariant, except that it computes a
weaker module invariant, exploiting only the NI-reduction. Specif-
ically, the module invariant computed by this approach describes all
states that can be produced by any NI-execution. The condition for
applying this approach is the same as for the pessimistic approach,
namely conflict-serializability.

Note. A key advantage of sequential reduction is that it permits
analyses to track correlations between variables,including those
not locked, without having to account for the side-effect of other
threads on such correlations.

8. Prototype Implementation
To measure the value of sequential reduction, we analyzed the most
generalconcurrentclient of a lock-coupling sorted list implementa-
tion with different numbers of threads. The analysis, an adaptation
of [1] to verify memory safety, tracks properties such as pointed-to
by a variable, reachability from a variable, heap sharing, cyclicity,
and sortedness. Analysis with one thread, corresponding toopti-
mistic analysis obtained by our sequential reduction results, took
10 seconds and consumed3.6 MB memory. obtained by a sequen-
tial reduction.) With two threads, the analysis took almost4 hours
and consumed886 MB memory. With three threads, the analysis
did not terminate in8 hours.

We implemented an optimistic analysis of hand-over-hand
(lock-coupling) algorithms for sorted lists and binary search trees.
Our analysis was derived from the sequential analyses of [17]
and [20] and implemented using TVLA [18]. Our analysis success-
fully verified that these algorithms do not dereference null-valued
pointers, do not leak memory, and follow theDTL locking pol-
icy. The list analysis also verified that the list remains acyclic and
sorted. The tree analysis also verified that procedures maintain a
forest of trees which are heap-sorted. The analyzer also verifies that
every procedure invocation in sequential execution terminates (as
required by ACNI-reduction). The termination argument is based
on the size-change argument [3, 16]: It shows that in every itera-
tion the set of reachable elements from the procedure variables is

(a) LC-List (b) LC-Tree
⋆ [1] [24] [27] ⋆ Vanilla

Time (sec.) 3.5 T/O 596.1 0.45 124.6 58.4
Space (MB) 4.0 T/O 90.3 0.23 90.6 43.9

Table 1. Experimental Results. Experiments performed on a ma-
chine with a 2.4 Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 2 Gb memory
running version 10.5.7 of the Mac OS X operating system.

a strict subset of the reachable elements in the previous iteration.
We are not aware of any other automatic verification tool thatis ca-
pable of verifying partial and total correctness of the lock-coupling
tree algorithm.

We measured the additional cost required by our extensions to
the sequential analysis of the lock-coupling tree. (The analysis of
the lock-coupling list is too short for a meaningful comparison.)
Tab. 1(b) compares the cost of our analysis (⋆) with a vanilla
version that verifies all of the above properties except for adherence
to the locking protocol. The results show that the cost of thetwo
analyses is in the same order of magnitude. The difference between
the two is essentially the cost paid to validate that the sequential
invariants are also concurrent invariants.

Tab. 1(a) compares the cost of our analysis (⋆) to existing anal-
yses using the lock-coupling list algorithm as a common bench-
mark. The analyses of [1], [24], and [27] verify linearizability [14].
Our analysis verifies serializability. These problems are similar,
but not the same. Nevertheless, we believe the comparison shows
the effectiveness of sequential reasoning. The analysis of[1] is
able to verify that the list coupling algorithm is linearizable for a
bounded number of threads. In our experiments, the analysistimed
out. However, in [1] it is reported to verify the algorithm for two
threads in less than 4 hours. The analysis of [24], which is anop-
timized version of [4, 21], is able to verify that the list coupling
algorithm is linearizable for an unbounded number of threads. The
analysis of [27] is a separation logic based analysis which uses rely
guarantee reasoning. This analysis is the cheapest analysis in our
benchmark. However, it is based on an abstraction that does not
track sortedness. As a result, this analysis fails to verifylineariz-
ability in some cases.

9. Discussion and Related Work
The idea of simplifying reasoning about concurrent programs using
reduction, i.e., by treating code fragments that satisfy appropriate
conditionsatomically, is quite old. However, not many have con-
sidered the problem of whether the process of reduction itself can
be done efficiently by considering only the reduced system. One
exception is the work by Stoller and Cohen [25]. They consider the
aforementioned issue and present sufficient conditions under which
the reduction itself can benefit from reduction. Our resultsare in-
comparable with theirs and complement their work: The applicabil-
ity conditions for their result do not hold for the problem westudy.
For example, the code fragment that can bereduced(i.e., treated
atomically) by their approach cannot span blocking synchroniza-
tion operations (such as an acquire-lock operation). In contrast, we
are able to treat code fragments containing an arbitrary number of
such operations atomically, when they satisfy the locking protocol.
On the other hand, their technique, unlike ours, is not limited to
lock-based synchronization.

One of the early works on reductions is Lipton’s theory of D-
reductions which permits treating certain blocks of instructions
atomically [19]. Lipton’s theory discusses the conditionsthat the
instructions in the block need to satisfy (certain commutativity
properties of different instructions in everyinterleavedexecution)
to enable such reduction. Lipton does not discuss the problem



of (automatically) identifying if a code fragment satisfiesthese
conditions.

Flanagan and Qadeer [13] present an algorithm for identifying
procedures (and code fragments) that behaveatomically, exploiting
Lipton’s theory. The Flanagan-Qadeer approach decomposesthe
atomicity checking problem into two parts: (A) the algorithm they
present identifies atomic regions of codeunder the assumption that
the system does not have any dataracesand (B) they use existing
algorithms to check if the system has any potential datarace.

Our results show that atomicity checking (via checking adher-
ence to a locking protocol such as2PL) can be simpler than the
sub-problem of checking for dataraces in the following sense. Ab-
sence of dataracesand the stronger property ofwell-lockedness
(which requires that every shared variable resp. field of a dynami-
cally allocated object be accessed by a threadt only whent holds
the variable’s resp. field’s protecting lock) do not enjoysequential
reduction. In other words, it is possible that all threads satisfy well-
lockedness when there is no interleaving of thread executions, but
an interleaved execution may not satisfy well-lockedness,as illus-
trated below.

EXAMPLE 4. Consider moduleS shown in Fig. 3(b). ModuleS is
well-locked in all NI-executions, but not in all interleaved execu-
tions. In any NI-execution, the conditional assignment of2 to Y in
procedurep never executes because the conditionb is always false
at this point. However, in an interleaved execution,q might change
the value ofb to 1, which causes the conditional assignment of
2 to Y to happen (when procedurep does not have a lock onY),
violating the well-lockedness condition.

The analogue of our approach, in the Flanagan-Qadeer setting,
would be to do part (B)assuming atomicity of code identified as
atomic by part (A), which can make the second check more efficient
and/or more precise. Of course, such a cyclic dependence (assume-
guarantee reasoning) would have to be justified as being correct,
which is one of the main contributions of our work.

Code following theTL or DTL protocol cannot be identified as
being atomic by the Flanagan-Qadeer approach. Furthermore, the
Flanagan-Qadeer approach does not apply when atomicity depends
on other invariants maintained by the module which must be simul-
taneously established to verify atomicity (such as in casesinvolving
list/tree manipulation), unlike our approach.

Partial order reduction (POR) techniques [9] combat the state-
explosion problem by exploring only a representative subset of all
program executions. In general, however, verifying that a subset of
all executions is representative is hard and requires analysis that
accounts for all interleaved executions.

Elmaset al. [11] present a proof technique for concurrent pro-
grams that combines reduction with abstraction, in an iterative fash-
ion, to simplify verification. The core reduction is based onLipton’s
theory of movers.

10. Conclusions and Future Work
Verifying that a concurrent module is serializable is an important
and challenging problem. In this paper, we exploit the fact that
often concurrent modules guarantee serializability through a local
locking protocol to establish a reduction of the aforementioned con-
current verification problem to a sequential verification problem.

Our results enable (automatic or manual) analysis and verifica-
tion tools for concurrent modules to perform the analysis more ef-
ficiently by considering only sequential executions. Currently, we
assume that all locks are exclusive. In the future, we plan toalso
consider non-exclusive (shared) read locks as well as otherconcur-
rency control mechanisms, like those based on timestamps [26].

Abstractly our work may be thought of as a “staged rely-
guarantee reasoning”. We take a specification for the procedures

(namely, the locking protocol) and we apply rely-guaranteereason-
ing to analyze the specifications themselves (rather than animple-
mentation of the specification). The results we so establishguaran-
tee that, as a second stage, one can verify that the procedures satisfy
their specifications (the locking protocols) in a sequential setting
and get, for free, the proof that the procedures satisfy their speci-
fications in a concurrent setting. We believe that generalizing this
approach (of staged rely-guarantee reasoning) to other problems is
an interesting direction for future research.
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A. ACNI-reduction for Progressive Locking
Protocols

In this section, we show that ACNI-reduction is valid for any
progressive LCS-locking-protocol.

LEMMA 20. Let LP be any progressive LCS-locking protocol. As-
sume that every ACNI-execution of a module satisfiesLP and is
completable. Letπni be any non-interleaved execution that satisfies
LP. If all threads except the one executing last inπni are visible then
πni has an equivalent completion.

Proof: Let the schedule of the given NI-executionπni be of the
form α1α2 · · ·αk, where eachαi denotes the sub-schedule of a
threadti. We essentially wish to let every threadti run to com-
pletion, producing sub-scheduleγi = αiβi. However, while doing
so, we need to ensure that the new instructionsβi do not modify
(lock) any global variable that is read byαj of any subsequently
executing thread. In order to achieve this, we may need to re-order
the sub-schedules of some threads, while preserving the dependen-
cies between them. We now sketch how we can do this. Recall that
threadsti andtj are said to conflict inπni if they access some com-
mon global variable. Ifti andtj conflict, andi < j, we say thattj

is dependent onti.
We now show how to complete the given NI-execution iter-

atively. We start with the empty scheduleΦ0, and construct the
scheduleΦi+1 from Φi by identifying the threadtsi

to be sched-
uled next, constructing a thread-completionγsi

= αsi
βsi

, and
definingΦi+1 = Φiγsi

. Let Si denote the set{s1, · · · , si}. We
maintain the following invariant as we construct the schedule: Φi

is a feasible schedule;Φi preserves dependencies among the sched-
uled threads (i.e., if we have threadtsq is dependent on threadtsp

in πni, then we will ensure thatp < q); further, in the execution
of Φi, the instructions executed byβsi

will not reference (or lock)
any global variable referenced byαj for any j not in Si (i.e., any
thread that has not been scheduled yet).

Given scheduleΦi, we say that a threadtj has been completed
if j ∈ Si. We say that a threadtj is a candidate(for scheduling
next) if all threads it depends on (in executionπni) have completed.
We note that at least one candidate must exist since the depen-
dence edges between threads form an acyclic graph. The invari-
ants maintained guarantee that for any candidatetj , Φiαj is feasi-
ble and produces an ACNI-execution where the thread-owned view
of tj is the same as inπni. Furthermore, our assumption that all
ACNI-executions can be completed imply that there exists a CNI-
execution with a scheduleΦiαjβj . Our assumptions also guarantee
that this new schedule satisfies the locking protocolLP. If βj (in the
above CNI-execution) does not reference (lock) any location refer-
enced by any thread not inSi ∪ {tj}, we say thattj is a valid
candidate.

If a valid candidatetj exists, we definesi to bej andΦi+1 to
beΦiαjβj .

All that remains is to show that at least one valid candidate must
exist. We prove this by contradiction. Assume that no valid candi-
dates exist. We will derive a contradiction as below. The informal
idea is to show that if all candidates are “blocked” then we can
reach a configuration that the locking protocol is not supposed to
allow (either a deadlock among visible transactions or an execution
that is not conflict-serializable).

As shown above, every candidatetj has a potential completion
αjβj . Since the candidate is not valid,βj must have a prefix of the
form β′

jej , whereβ′
j does not reference any “forbidden variable”

(any variable referenced by a thread not inSi ∪{tj}), whileej ref-
erences a forbidden variable. Assume thatej references a forbidden
variable also referenced byαh, whereth 6∈ Si ∪ {tj}. We say that
tj is blockedby th, and say there is ablocking dependencefrom
th to tj . The key to note is that there must exist a cycle involving
the union of blocking dependence edges and normal dependence
edges. (The cycle can be constructed since every candidate thread
has at least one incoming blocking dependence edge, while every
non-candidate (unscheduled) thread has at least one incoming de-
pendence edge.)

Let δj denoteαjβ
′
j . Since αjβj satisfiesLP (as mentioned

above), it must be well-locked and henceej must be an ac-
quire instruction. (Well-lockedness also implies that no other non-
scheduled thread can access a variable for whichtj holds the lock
at the end ofαj ; thus, the forbidden variables cannot include any
variable for whichtj holds the lock at the end ofαj .)

Let tc1 , · · · , tcx be the set of candidate threads. Let
td1

, · · · , tdy be the set of remaining unscheduled threads in an or-
der satisfying the dependencies between them. Consider thefol-
lowing scheduleΦ′ = Φiδc1 · · · δcxαd1

· · ·αdy . This is a feasible
schedule that satisfiesLP. Let Φ′′ denote the abrupt completion of
this schedule with respect to everytdp . This is also a schedule that
follows the locking protocolLP. Note that this schedule may not
be possible in our concurrent module, but we can still use it in our
argument below.

From this point on, we iteratively choose a candidatetcq that is
trying acquire a (forbidden) lock that is not currently heldby an-
other candidate. We lettcq acquire the forbidden lock, and then we
force it to terminate abruptly (by releasing all its locks).Eventu-
ally, either all candidates would have acquired its forbidden lock or
we must get stuck because of a deadlock involving the candidates.
The latter is not possible according to definition of a progressive
locking protocol. The former is also not possible because the above
process converts everyblocking dependencethat existed originally
into a real dependence. As a result, the final execution will have a
cycle of dependencies among the transactions, while the execution
is supposed to be conflict-serializable (since it follows the locking
protocol). The result follows.

Proof: (Theorem 10) The proof is by induction on the length
of π. The claim is trivial for the base case, whenπ is empty.
Consider the inductive step. Part (a) follows from our inductive
hypothesis and Lemma 7. From part (a), it follows thatπ and,
hence,π|t are conflict-serializable. Letπni be the NI-execution ob-
tained by conflict-serialization ofπ|t. Part (b) follows by applying
Lemma 20.


